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A. The vital consideration for the individual and the state, 
RELATION BETWEEN LIVE STOCK RAISING AND THE FERTILITY OF THE LAND. 
Of all the problems before the United states today one of the most 
important is oonaervation. There are four great natural resouroee, the 
sea, the mine, forests and soil; and of these four by far the moat 
neoessary for the maintenance of human life is the soil. Today we are 
Just waking up to the neoessity for the conservation of these great 
natural resources and now for the first time ar e feeling the pressure 
due to the negleot of the fertility of the land. 
During the last fifty years, we in the United States have settled 
600,000,000 aores, Now we have only 87,000,000 aores of land left 
unsettled whioh oan in any way be oalled arable. 21,000,000 aores were 
disposed of in 1906. It will be but a short time until "Uncle Sam" will 
have no more land to give away as free farms. Not only is out stock of 
unsettled land f ast disappearing but that whioh has been settled is 
rapidly diminishing in fertility. In many parts of the country, land is 
being gullied and oarried away by the erosion of water. And over prac-
tically the entire country the chemical elements of the soil are being 
exhausted, At the same time the humus or vegetable matter which gives 
soil its mechanical condition is being burned out by one c r op farming. 
This can not go on and the United states continue a great nation. 
At our present rate of increase the United states will have a population 
of 200,000,000 people by 1950, The problem before us is to grow the 
crops to feed this multitude and if we are to do this we mus t find some 
more effective methods of soil conservation than we at present are using . 
When the white man first came to this country the soil was stored 
with the aooumulated fertility of thousands of years of plant and 
animal growth. The original rocks which decomposed to fo rm the s il were 
rioh is phosphorus, potassium, and lime. The remains of millions of 
plants and animals had given nitrogen and humus and mechanical con-
dition to this soil. Then the white man starting in at the east, farmed 
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( mined) steadily westward aoross the continent using single cr opping 
systems. And the humus was used up because of the increased aeration 
and the hauling of the or ope from the soil. The chemical elements 
(nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium) were hauled off and sold. Then 
the land beginning first at the east and continuing across to the west 
began to produce less crops, With but little vegetable matter it 
began to wash and bake and run together. Live stook, it is true, was 
grown and fed but the manure was not returned to the l and. And the 
consequence of all this ruinous system of soil exploitation was the 
lessened productivity which resulted in the abandoned farms of the 
New England and Middle Atlantic states. Farm l ands in New Hampshire, 
Vermont, northern New York and western Maasaohussetts which once were 
valuable are now for sale at for little more than the cost of the 
improvements. In western New York, Ohio, and Indiana, the same 
proaees is going on and although abandoned farms are not yet common 
in these sections yet land values have fallen greatly during a per iod 
of increasing prosperity, Ohio gives a striking proof of this shrink-
age of land values due to the lo se of fertility, In 1900 her land 
was worth $60,000,000 lees than in 1880, In one county in New York, 
due to the lessened soil fertility, the population was 4,000 less in 
19 05 than in 1855 , 
The effeot on soil fertility of single cropping systems praoticed 
so commonly in the United States is plainly shown by statistics. For 
the last ten years the wheat yield of New York was eighteen bushels 
per aare, During the fir st half of the period it was 18,4 bushels and 
during the last half 17,4 bushels, Similarly in Kansas the average 
aare yield for the last deoade was 14.16 bushels, 15.14 bushels for 
the fi rst half and 13 .18 bushels for the l ast half, Aleo with 
Minnesota the average wheat yie ld for the fi rst five year s of the 
last decade \Vas 13.12 bushels but decreased during the last to 12,8 
bushels. All this simply means that even with improved agricultural 
methods our yields have been decreasing on account of lessened 
fertility. In the northwest, the southwest, and the east we find 
the action going on. We are drawing on our stored up fertility 14114 
neglecting to replace it. Ever since the oountry has been settled 
we have grown the money crops regardless of the effects on fertility, 
OU~ eastern soils are nearing exhaustion and our western soils are 
becoming less fertile snd productive, This cannot continue and the 
United States remain a great nation, 
Let us face the matter squarely, The problem is,--What method 
of farming are we going to use which will l eave the soil just as 
productive after ten, a hundred, or a thousand year s of cropping as 
it was when we first took it from nature's hands? To solve the 
problem is somewhat difficult, We must have a system of farming whioh 
will leave the soil rich in ohemioal elements, phosphorus, nitrogen, 
and potassium; and a system which will keep the soil in good physica l 
condition with plenty of humus, friable ye t water holding . 
To satisfy the chemical demands means tha t we must r eturn to 
the soil of the three important elements, nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
potassium as much as we take out. Under the id.al sys tem, if we 
draw out 35 pounds of nitrogen, 20 pounds of phosphorus, and 20 of 
potas sium per aore in a wheat cr op we must re turn the se amounts of 
these elements~ our pas t systems of grain farming fail to sat i sfy 
these requirements both f rom a physioal and a chem~cal standpoint, 
These systems s old off the nitr ogen, phosphorus, and potassium from 
the s oil and they wer e not r eturned either i n manure or fe.r tilizer s. 
In a physical way the soil suffered, for the cont inuous cropping 
and the consequent aeration of the soil burned out t he humus and the 
soil particles ran together and baked; or in sandy soil moi s ture 
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single orop grain farming did no t answer the pnrpose. 
From the physica l standpoint we must see that our soil is 
friable working up easily under plow, har row, and cultivator; it 
must hold water like a reservbir, A soil to do all of t his must 
have a plentiful supply of humus, for it is humus (decaying vegetabl e 
and animal matter) that give s soils mellowness , warmnes s, darkness 
of color, and water holding capacity, 
Let us t r y a system of rotation, grain farming wi th legumes, 
plowing under the le31l1lles a s green manures and adding phosphat e and 
possibly potash fertilizers. This we f ind measures up to requ i rements 
pr etty well, In a chemical way we can r e t ur n t o t he soil all of t h e 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium taken f rom it. From a physical 
standpoint we pr ovide humus thr ough the leguminous green manur es. 
This system is much the same as that used in Japan wher e grain and 
legume farming is followed a lmost exclusively and all of t he human 
excrement is r eturned to the soil, It is a pract icable system under 
extremely intensive conditions but in the United s tates i s not the 
be st be caus e of our extens i v e area and the wasteful us e of the 
legume cr op, WJl7 not feed it to animals and t hen r eturn most of t he 
ohemioal elements and humus in the manure? 
How does a system of stook f eeding sat isfy fer tility require-
ment s? It all depends upon the use of the manures. Repeated 
experiments have shows that from one half t o t hree four ths of t he 
fertility in food f ed to animals may be r eturned to the l and through 
the manure. From the chemical standpoint t hen the nitrogen could 
be maintained thr ough manure and the growing of legumes in the 
rotation. There would be a cont inual, slizht loss of phosphorus 
and pota ssium in the bodies of animals sold f rom the farms and 
manures wasted. This could be supplied through phosphate and potash 
fertilizers. From a physi cal vi ew point the manure would supply 
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sufficient humus to keep the soil in first olass condition. 
Live stock raising is the ideal method of preserving soil 
fertility in the United States. \Vhile a sys t em of grain tarming 
with fertilizers, legumes, and green manures would maintain 
fertility, yet live stock raising will maintain fertility just 
as effectively , use the legumeato better purpose, and make larger 
money under the extensive farming of the United states . 
Hopkins in Illinois bulletin 125, page 324 gives interest ing 
figures as follows conc erning the yield of corn under grain farming 
as compared with live stock farming . 
AVERAGE OF THREE CORN CROPS I N A CORN, OATS, CLOVER ROTATIO!I. 
13 Year Experiment. 
Special treatment Grain Live Stook 
Legume catch Manure made 
Crop from crops 
produced 
None 69 bu. Bl bu, 
Lime 72 bu. 85 bu, 
Lime and Phosphorus 90 bu 93 bu, 
Lime.Pbosphorus,Potassium 94 bu. 96 bu. 
Live stock farming has not only the advantage of increased 
yields of grain but also the advantage of _arm labor better 
distributed throughout the year. 
Let us then consider in detail the different methods of live 
stock farming in r elation to soil fertility. The percentage of the 
fert ility of food stuffs returned in the manure varies with the 
species, work , and age of animals. Mature animals neither gaining 
return 
nor losing in wei ght/practically all of the fertility of the feed 
in the manure. Fattening steers return about 90 per cent of the 
fertility; milk cows put only 65 to 75 per cent of the f eed in 
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the manure; young animals retur n only from I/2 to 2/3. Natur ally 
the fertility contained in different r a tions has a big influence 
on the fertility in manures made from them. The following table 
gives the fertility of the common feed stuffs and their value as 
fertilizers based on nitr ogen at 17 cents , phosphoric acid at 
7 cents, and potash at 4 cents a pound. 
KANURE VAJ,UE OF FARM PRODUCTS 
Pounds Per Ton Value Per Ton 
Nitrogen Phos . acid Potash 
Meadow hay 20. 4 0.2 26 . 4 $ 5 .10 
Timothy hay 19.7 14 . 4 40. 8 5.99 
Red clover hay 40.2 11.2 36.6 9.07 
Wheat straw 11. 4.4 12.6 2 . 69 
Barley straw 12.8 3.8 18.8 3.32 
Oat straw 12 . 2 3 .8 17 .8 3 . 06 
Corn stalks 16.9 10.6 19.2 4.39 
Potatoes 7.0 3.2 11.4 1.87 
Mangels 4 . 6 1.2 8 . 2 1.19 
Wheat bran 49 . 2 28 .6 54.6 12.45 
Wheat middlings 48 . 5 7 .4 5.2 8 .96 
Brewers grains 17 . 8 8.2 1. 3 .64 
Oil meal 105.1 32 . 2 24.8 21.11 
Winter whea t 37 .6 10.6 15.8 7.75 
Oats 36.4 12 .4 8. 8 7 .43 
Corn 33.l 11.8 7 .4 6 .75 
Barley 39 .7 9. 16.4 7.99 
Cow' a milk 10.2 3.4 3. 2.09 
Chee se 90 . 6 23 .0 5. 17 . 21 
MANURE VALUE OF E'AllM PRODUCTS 
Pounds Per Ton Va lue per ton 
Nitrogen Phos . acid Potash 
Live cattle 53.2 37.2 3.4 $11.78 
Live sheep 44.8 24.6 3. 9.45 
Live swine 40. 17 .6 3.6 8 .17 
Egge 43.6 7.4 3. 8,06 
Unwashed wool 108. 2.2 149.2 24.&7 
The amount of this ferti lity r eturned in the manure varies with 
animals from 50 to 96 per cent. If these products were so ld fr om 
the farm their fertilizing value should be deducted from their 
market price. Thus if a ton of timothy hay brought $14.00, $6.00 
should be deducted since that value of fertility has been lost to 
the soil. In this way the value of live stock farming may be more 
perfectly realized, keeping as it does from 1/2 to 9/10 of the 
fertility of the farm and getting high prices for that which is 
sold. 
The following tablas furnished by Snyder in bulletin 41, of 
the Minnesota Experiment s tation, pages 71-77, show soil losses 
under straight grain farming, mixed farming, stock farming , and 
dairy farming . In none of these is acc ount taken of the nitrogen 
added by the legumes, In the la s t three systems this factor would 
be enough to convert the nitrogen lose into a gain. 
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ALL GRAIN lll'ARMING. 
Phosphoric Acid Potash Nitrogen 
Wheat 
Grain 100 acres 
straw 100 acres 
Barley 
Grain 40 acres 
Straw 40 acres 
Oats 
Grain 20 aores 
straw 40 acres 
TOTAL 
Wheat, 40 aores 
Oats. 10 acres 
Barley, 5 acres 
Rye, 7 acres 
Flax, 3 acres 
2 steers and young 
10 sheep 
1,500 pounds butter 
60 bushels potatoes 
6 hogs, 250 # each 
TOTAL 
900 600 
400 1500 
600 320 
200 800 
240 200 
.l&Q.__ 700 
2460 4,020 
MIXED FARMING 
SOLD FROM 'l'llE FARM 
2000 
1000 
1120 
480 
700 
2QQ_ 
5,600 
PROS . Ao id Potash Nitrogen 
476 320 1,000 
126 90 380 
60 50 176 
90 60 200 
32 22 120 
stock 70 5 60 
20 3 40 
l l l 
30 13 
___1L_ _3 _ ~ 
907 564 2,049 
REMOVED FROM THE SOIL AND CONSUMED AS FOOD ON THE FARM . 
Phos. aoid 
Oats, 10 aores 125 
Barley, 5 aores 80 
Timothy, 20 aores 250 
Clover, 20 tons 270 
Straw, 80 tons 400 
Corn, 5 acres 75 
Peas, 1 aore 35 
Millet, 1 aore 15 
Potatoes, 1 acre ___!Q._ 
TOTAL 1,270 
8"" returned as manure 1,016 
Lost in food consumed on 
farm 254 
Potash 
90 
50 
550 
600 
1,050 
200 
90 
60 
__ 7_5_ 
2,765 
2,212 
553 
FOOD PURCHASED 
Bran,2 tone 120 65 
Soreenings,l ton 80 18 
Oil meal, 1/4 ton __ 8_ _7_ 
TOTAL 158 ,0 
Phos. aoid Potash 
Total sold from the farm 907 584 
Lost in food consumed on 
the farm ~ ~ 
TOTAL 1,161 1,137 
Returned in food purchaeed 158 ~ 
Approximate lose to the 
soil 1,003 l.,047 
Nitrogen 
380 
175 
600 
1,000 
800 
500 
90 
50 
__4_0_ 
3,635 
2,908 
727 
110 
42 
~ 
182 
Nitrogen 
2,049 
_EJ._ 
2,736 
_l:!!L 
(2,594) 
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STOCK FARMI NG 
SOLD FROM THE FARJ.i 
!'hos. aoid. Potash Nitrogen 
6 steers, 1,000 # each 95 10 120 
6 head young stock 95 8 100 
6 horses 70 8 125 
10 hogs, 250 # each 20 5 50 
20 sheep 40 10 70 
1 , 500 pounds butter _l_ _1_ 
_l_ 
TOTAL 321 42 466 
REMOVED FROM SOIL AND CONSUMED AS FOOD ON FARM 
Timothy hay, 40 tone 500 1,100 1,200 
Clover, 30 tons 360 820 1,600 
Oats , 20 aores 270 190 775 
Barley, 20 acres 320 180 700 
Corn, 10 acres 150 300 BOO 
Oat hay , 5 acres 110 325 350 
Peas. 5 acres 175 450 450 
Millet, 1 acre 15 60 50 
Potatoes, 1 acre, 20 75 40 
Straw,40 tons 
__g_QQ__ ~ 400 
!OTAL 2; 120 3,900 6,265 
BOjt returned as manure 1,696 3 , 120- ...hQ!L 
Lost in food consumed 
on farm 424 780 1,253 
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FOOD AND FUEL PURCHASED, 
Phos, acid Potash Nitrogen 
Bran, 3 tons 180 100 165 
Sho:i;ts, 3 tons 120 60 150 
Screening, 3 tons 90 54 126 
Oil meal, 2 tons 30 24 100 
Hard wood, 5 cords 60 325 
Cockle bran, 7 tons ~ ~ ~ 
Total 780 763 821 
Sold from :farm 321 42 466 
Lost in food consumed 
on :farm ~ ..2.ll.Q_ ~ 
Total 745 822 1,719 
In food and fuel purchased ..1.!!Q._ 
-2§L _Qfil.__ 
Approximate loss 35 gain 50 898 
DAIRY FARMING 
SOLD FROM FARM 
5, 000 pounds of butter 5 5 5 
16 pigs, 250 # each 42 12 80 
4 head young stock 70 5 80 
10 aores o:f wheat 180 100 395 
7 acres of rye _jl_Q_ ~ _gQQ_ 
Total 387 182 760 
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REMOVED FROM SOIL Allll CONSUMED AS FOOD on FARM 
!'hos. acid Potash Nitrogen 
Timothy, 20 tone 250 550 600 
Clo~er, 20 tone 270 600 1000 
straw, 40 tone 200 500 400 
Corn, 10 aoree 16D 400 BOO 
Peas, 2 4:Cres 70 180 180 
Millet, 1 acr e 16 60 60 
Roots, 2 acres 40 176 100 
Oats, 20 a ores 270 190 775 
Barley, 15 acres 240 150 426 
Oat Hay, 5 acres 110 326 350 
Potatoes, 1 acre, _g_g_ 
_1§_ _1Q_ 
Total 1,635 3 , 205 4,720 
ao;t r eturned in manure 1,308 2,564 3,776 
Lost in feed consumed on 
farm 327 641 944 
FUEL Allll FOOD PURCIWIED 
Bran, 7 tone 420 240 375 
Shorts, 7 tone 250 1:25 320 
Hard wood, 5 cords 60 325 
Oil meal, 2 tone -2.Q_ _!lL ~ 
Total 790 738 895 
Total sold from farm 387 182 760 
Lost in food c onsumed on 
farm ~ ~ ~ 
Total 714 823 1,704 
Returned in fuel and food 
purchased ...12.Q_ ~ . ~ 
Approximate 
from farm 
loss and gain 
76 gain 85 l os t (809) 
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Undar tho exclusive grain farming and the mixed grain farming 
there was a continual loss of phosphorus, potassium, and nitrogen. 
With stook farming there was a slight gain in phosphoric aoid, 
· a slight loss in potash and nitrogen. The nitrogen which clover 
adds to the soil more than makes up for the nitrogen loss. It will 
be noticed that the dairy farming resulted in an even larger 
gain of soil fertility. These figures of Snyder's show that stook 
and dairy farming keep a soil in excellent shape as far as the 
chemical side of fertility is concerned. In a physical way these 
two methods of farming are j ust as good; they add large amounts 
of humus which is the secret of physical oondi tion. 
We will take a general stock farm in aotual operation and 
study it in its relation to soil fertility. The majority of the 
farms in the united States are of this type. s ome mares are kept 
for work and from which colts are bred for sale; there are a few 
oows for milk and butter and to furnish calves to fatten and sell; 
hogs there are to eat the dairy by products and to turn corn to 
the best advantage; there may be sheep to graze over the rough 
land and hanlde surplus roughage; and last there is poultry, 
Professor W, J. Spillman of the United States Depar tment of 
Agriculture describes the typical general live stock farm in 
that of Mr. E. E. Chester of Champaign County,Illinoia, 
Cattle, horses, and hogs are kept on this farm. The stock 
eats all of the grain and roughage and some su•plementary feeds 
besides, There are 440 acres of rioh prairie land; 100 sores in 
permanent blue grass pasture, another 100 in timothy and clover 
pasture, 140 sores in corn, 60 acr es in wheat and oats, and 40 to 
50 acres in timothy and clover meadow, 30 to 40 acres of the oorn 
is out for fodder and a 100 ton silo is filled, The yields have 
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averaged; corn 50 bushels, wheat 20, oats 50, and hay 2 tons . 100 
cattle, 100 hogs, and 20 horses are the stook of the place. The 
cattle are registered short horns and the oalves are fattened 
for market together with some stuff bough up in the country. They 
are pushed along rapidly, finished on corn and silage or pasture, 
and marketed when at lOOO pounds weight after a fattening period 
of 100 to 120 days. 
The hogs are fattened as much as possible on pasture and finish-
ed on pasture and grain being sold at about 300 pounds. The horses 
are kept f or work and fattening for market. The market ration is 
oorn, oats, and clover hay. 
The manure on this farm is applied to the corn crop. No 
definite rotation is followed. Parts of the permanent pasture, 
however, are broken up occasional ly beoauee such a store of 
fertility accumulates from the droppings of the grain fed animals. 
No definite records are kept of the effect of this system of 
management on the soil fertility but yields continue to be 
satisfaotory and there is no big los s of fertility if indeed there 
is not a gain with the conscientios return of manure and clover 
farming. The object on this farm apparently as on moat general 
live stock farms is to get good money returns from the stock and 
not worry much about soil fertility. And the chances are that under 
such a system of manuring and clover farming there will be no need 
to worry about decreased fertility. 
Mr. E. ~ . Robbins in the February 2, 1910 number of the 
Breeder's gazette gi ves an excellent example of cattle farming 
which is profitable and yet maintains soil fertility. This is 
the 230 acre farm of Mr. Fay 60 miles from Chicago on $150.00 to 
$200 .00 acre Illinois land. 17 grade cows were graded up with 
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,Angus bulls, The 15 to 17 oalves come in March, and are pushed 
steadily forward, and are marketed when a ye a r old after a grain 
feed of five or six months, Excluding labor these steers have 
made a profit of $13.00 a head and have returned to the soil a 
large share of the fertility in the feed. 
175 loads of manure have been hauled from the feed lot every 
year. 35 aores of land are covered with the manure at the rate 
of five loads to the aore every year, Mr. Fay has estimated the 
value of the manure at l east $1.00 a ton aa shows by the increase 
in orop yields, Manure is spread on the pasture in the fall and 
plowed under before winter for the oorn, The corn has been 
yielding 60 buahela to the acre. The noticeable thing about this 
farm ia the feeding of all the roughage on the farm, oareful 
return of the manure to the soil, and quiok marketing of the 
oalvea. In this way profits have been made on high priced land 
and the fertility kept up at the same time. 
Of all the systems of farming, dairying ia probably the moat 
saving of soil fertility. Mor eover it ia the best adapted to 
intensive farming on high priced lands. When land becomes so 
high in price that nothing else will pay or so low in fertility 
that nothing will grow, dairying is sought as the last resort, 
If it were not for the confining and exacting nature of dairy 
work, it would be used far more generally, aa it is both pro-
fitable and s aving of soil fertility, The r e are two general 
systems of dair ying,--the soiling and the pas ture sys tem, 
One of the most interesting examples of the soi ling system 
Of 
of dairying is that/ Mr· J, D. Dietrich of southeastern Pennsyl-
vania on a 15 aore farm. On this farm thirty head of live stock 
are kept, 17 being milk cows, The soil ia a r eddish clay and was 
so lacking in fertili t y that in 1881 it did not support two oows 
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and one horse, Now it is in a remarkable state of fertility, 
producing all of the roughage for 30 head of stock and returning 
$2,200 net to the owner each year . 
The crops grown on the 13 cultivated acres are soiling, silage, 
and rougha; e crops alone. Clover and timothy are sown for hay on 
five or six acres, 1/4 of an acre is in early corn for soiling and 
four sores in late oorn and silage, During the fall, winter, and 
spring the late corn land is usually in rye which is used as a 
soiling and hay orop. Oats and peas are sown in small areas, 
W. F. Spillman estimates that these 13 acres produced 87 tone of 
roughage yearly. 
~ere is no pasture; the cows are kept in the barn the year 
round and are fed succulence furnished by soiling crops of silage, 
roughness furnished the clover and timothy hay, and mill feeds 
(bran, oil meal, and gluten feed). The oowe have been producing 
well, an average of 4800 pounds of 5,8 per cent milk yearly, 
The sttocess of the whole thing has been due to the perfect 
handling of the manure, ~ere is a gutter 18 inohee wide and 7 
inches deep behind each row of oows. These are thoroughly cleaned 
and disinfected twice daily. The manure is all put in a oart and 
spread on the land at once , in summer on land from which soiling 
orope have Just be en harvested and in winter on rye and gras s 
fields, The keeping of the oows in bar ns all the year round saves 
all the manure, but with a pastur ing system the same method could 
be followed in the winter and in the summer the manure would haul 
itself out, The way in which the manure has be en handled on this 
Fennsylvania farm has doubled and trebled ordinary yields. 
An example of the pasture system of dairy farming is given by 
Frof. w. F. Spillman in the 320 acre f arm of Mr. Ellison of Allen 
County, Indiana, In this case all of the crops grown ar e fed 
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·and in addition a oonsiderable amount of concentrates. 105 acres 
are in blue grass pasture, 170 acres in corn, and the rest in oats, 
clover, and alfalfa. 60 tons of bran and gluten feed are fed each 
year, According to Hoard the 118IlUre resulting from this amount 
Of concentrates should be worth about $200.00. 
50 acres of the corn crop is devoted to filling a 650 ton silo. 
The stover on the remaining 120 acr es is shredded for feed, 
100 registered Jersey milk oows and 75 head of young stuff are 
kept. Milk, butter, cream and hogs are the only products sold off 
the place. A large part of the skim milk is fed to hogs, of which 
100 are fattened and sold eaoh year. The net annual profits are 
$6,000. And there is the eatiefaotion that the far m is growing 
continually richer. The return of manure and the growing of 
legumes means that more nitrogen is being put into the soil. 
In the winter time from 1/2 to 3/4 of the fertility of the 
feed is being returned to the land by the manure and in the summer 
when the cows are on pasture the manure is returned to the land 
nearly without waste or 3/4 the fertility of the feed is coming 
back to the soil. If only the feed grown on the farm were fed, 
this would mean a oontinual though slight loss. But 50 tone of 
concentrates are pur chased yearly and legumes are grown so that 
the soil is steadily increasing in fertility. 
Undoubtedly dairying is one of the moat efficient methods of 
keeping a soil fertile or of restoring a worn down soil t o fertility, 
Prof. Woll of Wisconsin gives some rather interesting comparisons 
between dairying and grain farming. A ton of wheat at 75 cents a 
bushel is worth $25,00 on the market but it takes off the farm 
$6,35 worth of fertility, A ton of butter at 25 cents a pound is 
worth $600 . 00 but it takes only 35 oente worth of fertility from 
the farm. Putting i t in another way continuous wheat farmin~ will 
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wear put a soil in 20 years but with aairy farming to wear out the 
soil to the same aegree woula take 9,720 years ana if much 
concentrates were purchased the soil would never wear out. Formerly 
cotton-aeea meal ana oil meal were appliea air ec t ly to the soil 
as fertilizers, Now we buy them for Q9iry feeas, get gooa returns 
from them in the milk pail , ana get moat of the fertility in the 
manure. 
In balancing aairying ana steer feeaing in their relation to 
soil fertility the labor factor is com~.only overlookea, Orainarily 
manure is consiaerea to pay for the labor; but there is a g' eat 
aeal more labor oonnectea with aairying than with steer feeaing, 
What really should be done in order to seaure the net value of 
the manure is to BUbtraot from the yearly value of the r.ianure maae 
respeDtively by the aairy oow ana beef steer the Value of the labor 
requirea by each per year, The net value of the manure thus 
obtainea gives perhaps a juster basis on which to compare aairying 
ana steer fattening, 
Thorne i n Bulletin 183, pages 200-201, of the Ohio Exper iment 
station gives the aairy proauction of manure by a fattening 
1,000 pouna steer as 40 pounaa; while the aaily proauction by the 
aai ry cow of 1,000 pounaa weight is given at 70 puunaa, But steer 
manure is worth accoraing to its composition 1/3 to 1/5 more per 
t on than the cow manure, striking a general average from statistics 
given by Thorne in Bulletin 183 ana by Roberta in "The Fertility 
of the Lana" we get the following figurea:-
Annual Value of Manure from one steer $16,40 
Annual Valun of Manure f r om one cow 23. 00 
But the cost of ~ye ar 's labor on a steer is at maximum 
estimates only $5 . 00, while for the aa i ry oow the minimum is 
$15.00 . subtracting from the figures given above, we fina the 
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net value of the manure from the steer to be $11.40 and for the 
dair y cow $8 . 00. Assuming a minimum annual labor cost of $4.00 
on the steer and a maximum labor cost of $22.00 per year on the 
oow, we find the net value of the manure to be ~12.40 for the 
ste~r and ~l.00 for the dairy oow. In other words, the steer is 
at least 1/2 more economical than the dairy cow. 
The following table by Ex-Governor Hoard of Wisconsin gives 
very conservatively the value of different feeds in the manure they 
will meke, All the urine was soaked up by the bedding and no 
allowance was allowed for leaching. 
VAIUE OF MANURE 
From one Ton 
Silage 
Corn stover 
Clover hay 
Timothy hay 
• • 43 
1.03 
1.96 
1.17 
Ground oorn and cob 1.80 
Ground corn 2.24 
Ground oats 2 .60 
Wheat bran 4.74 
Cot ton-seed meal 8.36 
011 meal (n.p.) 6.91 
Gluten feed 3.42 
Gluten meal 4.90 
Dairying has been the preeminent system of stock raising used 
for maintaining or restoring soil fertility. But in the middle 
west beef cattle raising is mor e connnon and cattle feeding is being 
used more and more in the s outh and East to make manure to res tore 
fertility to worn out soils. Till very reaently the profits in 
cattle feeding have depended entirely upon the market va lue of the 
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' arop and the price of beef. The greater ease of marketing the grain 
as a psoksge of beef also entered into the question. Formerly no 
thought has been taken of the value of the manure. Western land 
has seemingly been so fertile that no need has been felt for manure. 
That day is passing and the day will soon be here when the feeder 
will be willing to have his entire profit consist in the fertility 
of the manure. 30 years ago in the earn belt men moved their 
stables to avoid cleaning them. 30 ye ars hence men will save 
rigidly every bit of their manure, liquid or solid. 
The typical method of beef cattle farming in the corn belt is 
to pasture the stock during the growing season on blue grass and 
finish off during the fall and winter on earn, ear n fodder, hay, 
and oil or cotton-seed meal. Besides the oattle raised on the farms, 
most feeders buy up stuff in the country round. The profit lies 
in adding 200 ta 300 pounds of flesh and selling the whole at an 
advance per pound an the cost. As has been said, very little 
acaol.Ult has been taken of the value of the manure. Some eastern 
market gardners, however, have been buying inferior western stuff 
and feeding it merely for the manure, being satisfied to coma off 
even on their feeding operations. Beef cattle should be very 
satisfactory ta use in this manner as they return from 85 ta 95 
per cent of the fertility of the f eed in the manur e. 
Hogs are widely distributed through the country. Swine manure 
is more valuable pound for pound than any other except that of 
sheep and poultry. A 1,000 pounds of hog flesh produced a grea ter 
amount of fertility annually than any other fa r m animal. Yet on 
account of the small amount and the difficulty of handling swine 
manure it is doubtful it any great efforts will be made to preserve 
it and put it on the land. That manure which is dropped by the 
swine an pasture adds greatly ta fe r tility but the manure dro1ped 
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in feeil. lot and pens will be too small to make much difference 
whether we preserve it or not. Yet on account of its riobness 
it will in the near f'uture probably pay to save all hog manure 
and return it to the land. Swine make such nice profit on the 
.;arket that it will probably be a long time in the f'uture 
before we keep them for the fertility of the manure. 
Sheep farming fits in nicely all over the corn belt, The 
manure is richer than that of any other farm animal, Mr. J, E. 
Wing 's 260 acre sheep fam in Ohio is a go od example of a 
successful sheep farm where the manure is all returned, 75 head 
of Dorsets are kept on this farm all the year round and during 
the winter 700 to 1,000 50-pound western lambs are fed. Al falfa, 
corn, and barley are the principal feeds. All these crops are 
grown on the farm but from l, 000 to 4,000 bushels of corn must 
be bought besides. The lambs are fed in a single barn without 
partitions. They are kept in all the time except for 1/2 hour 
twice a day when the feed racks are filled. The purpose of 
keeping the lambs up is to save all of the manure, The saving 
of manure and application to the land has been found absolutely 
necessary in order to raise profitable aropa. The corn land 
rece ives most of t he manure and any excess goes as a top dressing 
to the meadows and pastures. 
Special horse f arms are rather rare but every farm has a 
few horses and a good many corn belt fars fatten horses for 
market, Work horses return from 75 to 85 per cent of the 
fertility of the feed in the manure and fattening horses even 
more. Horse manure, although not as valuable as that as sheep 
and swine, should be caref'ully returne d to the land, In the 
east the livery stables have a steady market for manure at from 
$2 .00 to $3 .00 per ton, 
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By all of these methods of live stook raising the nitrogen 
supply in the soil could be kept up by the r eturn of the manure 
and legume growing. The potassium supply would diminish slightly 
from year t o y ear but as potass ium is present in enormous 
quantities in the usual type of soil this is not a matter over 
whioh to worr y. The mainta ining of the phosphorus supply is a 
more difficult matter. Large amounts of phosphor us are carried 
off in the bones of animals. The oareful re tur n of manures will 
keep the los e . low but unless large amounts of concentrates are 
bought to be fed on the farm the phosphorus supply may fall 
dangerously low. This means that with eve ry form of stock raising, 
except dairying, that phosphorus must eventually be bought. 
All these systems of live stook farming where the manure 
is consoientiously applied to the land will keep the soil well 
supplied with humus and in good physical shape . The following gives 
an idea l system of live stock rotation f or 160 aor e oorn belt f arm:-
LIVE STOCK SYSTEl>l OF ROTJ.TI Oll FOR THE CORll BELT. 
Data:-
1. Crop Aoerage. Total Amt. Produced. llitr ogen. Phos. Potassium. 
Corn 30 2100 bu. 2il.OO lbs. 360 420 
and Stover 90 tons 1000 140 1180 
Corn 30 2100 bu. 2100 360 420 
Oats 30 1500 bu. 500 155 1200 
straw 75 tons 500 1 S5 1200 
Clover 30 120 t ons 4800 600 3600 
Clover pastur~ 
Total Fertility Removed in Crop ll500 lbs 1775 ll320 
2. AMOUNTS AUD VALUES OF AllIMALS SOLD FR OM THE FARM. 
!lo. & Size 
Horses 4 
Cattle 30 
Pigs 150 
Total 
1500;j'. 
lOOQ;l'. 
2oa;i: 
Value 
$800 
1800 
1500 
$4100 
Nitrogen 
180 lbs. 
750 
~ 
1470 
Phos. Potass ium 
60 lbs. 4 lbs. 
210 30 
_ill__ 29-
660 64 
3. PLAUT FOOD RETUlUlED TO THE SOIL. 
Material Amount 
Manu.re 
(produced on 
farm from or ops 
above) 
Clover stubble 
J!ook Phosphate 
860 t ons 
4 tons 
Nitrogen 
8000 
4800 
12800 
COST OF PURCHASED FERTILITY $ 50 
SALES OF PRODUCE 
GROSS RETURN 
REMARKS ON SYSTEM :• 
$4100 
$4050 
Phos. 
1600 
...lQQQ__ 
2600 
Potass ium 
8000 
8000 
Cost 
$50. 00 
$50.00 
!rhe rotation is a five year one. The clover is let go two years; 
the second year serving as pasture. One half the oorn stover is 
harvested. The re s t is left on the ground. All the c r ops a r e fed 
to live stock and all the manure thus-•pr oduced is r etur ned t o the 
soil. It i s figured that by careful work two thir ds of the fertility 
in the cr op will be r e covered. The atock consi s ts of f radt ho rs es 
(six pure bred brood mares), beef oat ' le (30 to 40 head), swine 
(20 to 30 brood sows) and 30 st eers are fed. 
Thia system keeps up the nitrogen, phosphorus, and hwnus in the 
soil in pr etty good shape. The potass ium, however , i s being ver y 
sl01Vly depleted. As our soil is very rich i n potas oium thi s makes 
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very little difference. We keep up the phosphorus by adding rook 
phosphate every year. The system pays well and the soil should be 
as good or better 100 years hence as it is now. 
, The phosphorus supplied by the four tons of rock phosphate every 
year might be gotten in the manure made from feeding 50 tons of 
blood meal. It would take to consume this amount of blood meal 
s ome three hundred hogs. 
Another way of getting the 1000 pounds of phosphorus re~uired 
every year would be by buying 30 tons of bran a year, 44 tons of 
oil meal, or 55 tone of cotton-seed meal. Putting it in another 
way, the manure made from 20 tone of bran, 8 tone of oil meal, 
and 8 tons of cotton-seed meal would furnish enough phosphorus 
to take the place of the 1000 pounds supplied by the 4 tons of 
rock phosphate. ~o consume the above amounts of feed would take 
some thirty cows. Thus we see that where any considerable amounts 
of conoentrates are bought there will neve r be any necessity for 
the buying of fertilizing materials, 
The value of manure is of three kinds:--physical, chemical, and 
bacteriological. And the chiefest of these three at the present 
time in the corn belt is the physical. The physical value of the 
manure to the soil is due to its ability to form humus. Humus 
is decaying vegetable or animal matter. It is not in itself an 
essential element of fertility, but any soil without humus is 
unproductive. A still olay or a sane may have plenty of nitrogen, 
phosphorus and potassium and yet be barren on account of the lack 
of humus. Humus does many things; it seems to be a cure all in 
maintaining soil health. When added to olay humus serves to 
separate the soil particles and as a result the clay becomes friable, 
easier to work, and does not bake nor puddle so easily. Adde d to 
sand humus gives moisture holding power, Humus develops acids 
and carbon dioxid which attack the soil part icles to make them 
let loose of the elements of fertility which plants demand, Humus 
is, the substance which gives the soil its dark color, Humus 
enables a soil to warm up quickly in the spring, 
A soil must have a fair supply of ~otassium, Nitrogen and 
Phosphorus and most soils are or were well supplied in this respect, 
But the essential thing to be supplied in most soils is HUMUS, 
Humus ie at the bot tom of a successful agriculture in our c orn 
im 
belt states. It ,i>roves physical condition, sots as a store of 
nitrogen, and makes looked up fertility available. 
As a provider of humus, is the great value of manure, This 
fact gives an additional value which is not found in commercial 
fertilizers. The Minnesota Exper iment Station has done some direct 
work showing the importance of manure as a humus forming material, 
Six pounds of nearly humus free soil was mixed with one pound of 
oow manure and let stand for a year. The original soil contained 
,06 per cent of humus but by the addition of manure it had gained 
great!y and contained ,58 per cent, Moreover, ,057 of the 
phosphoric acid and ,045 of the potash was found to have gone into 
hwnate combinations. There is no doubt whatever that manure is a 
direct source of hunm.s. 
The following table reported in the Year Book of the United 
states Department of Agr iculture shows the effect of manure on 
humus content and water holding capacity of soil, 
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INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF FARMING UPON THE 
Cl!El4ICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
Character Weight per 
of soil ou. foot 
lbs. 
l.Cultivated 35 
years;rotation 
of crops and 
manure;high state 
of productive-
neas. 
2.0riginally same 
as l;continous 
grain cropping 
for 35 ye are;low 
state of pro-
70 
duotivness. 72 
3.Cultivated 42 
years;syatemat-
ic rotation and 
manura;good state 
of produotivness.70 
4.0riginally sama as 
3;oultivated 35 
years;nosystematic 
rotation or manure; 
madium state of 
produoti vness. .67 
Humus Nitrogen 
per cent per cent 
3.32 .30 
1.80 .16 
3.46 .26 
2.45 .21 
OF SOILS 
Phos. acid 
combined 
with Humus 
per cent 
.04 
.01 
.03 
.03 
Water holdillC 
capacity 
per cent 
48 
39 
59 
57 
The Minnesota Experiment Station found that rot ation and manuring 
once in four yaars at the rate of eight t ons to the acre caused an 
increase in 12 years fr om 3,3 per cent to 3.7 per cent of humus. The 
nitrogen content was hela even. On this soil as rotated and manurad 
wheat gave an increased yield of six bushels per acre and cor n 20 
bushels. Snyder says these inoreased yields are undoubtedly due to 
tho maintainenoe of the nitrogen md humus content of the soil and to 
the chemical action of humus upon the mineral matt er of the soil, 
rendering plant food available as well as due to improved physical 
oondition and to more uniform water supply on account of inorease 
in hwnua. 
_In bulletin 43 of the Minnesota Experiment Station, Snyder 
reports that oontinual oultivation of grain crops without rotation 
or manures results in the destru•tion of 1/3 to 1/2 the humus snd 
also a corresponding loss of nitrogen, With this lose of humus the 
available supply of phosphates and potassium salts decreased and 
also the water holding power of the soil, 
One great value of manure undoubtably is its power to increase 
the humus of the soil thus improving texture, availability of plant 
a 
food, and water holding capacity; making the soil/more hygainio place 
for the plant to live, 
The value of manure in a ohemical way as a aouroe of Nitrogen, 
Phosphorus 'and Potas sium is great, Hopkins lays especial emphasis 
on this value of manure. The average composition of a ton of fresh 
barn yard manure is given as ten pounds of nitr ogen, two of 
phosphorus and ten of potassium, At ourrent market prices for 
these elements of fertility, a ton of barn yard manure is worth e2 .25 
a ton, 
The bacteriological value of manure is not so great as the 
chemical and physioal value, Baoteriologioally manure aote when it 
ferments and deoays in contact w1 th the soil to make plant food 
more available. 
Manure is valuable physically, chemically and baoteriologi cally, 
but the true value of manure is shows by the increa sed crop yields 
which it will produce, The Ohio Experiment s tation in this country 
and the Rothamstead station in England have done the best work along 
this line, The Ohio Experiments are typical, In one experiment 
ordinar y barn yard manure was used at the rate of e i ght tons to the 
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acre for each three year rotation of corn, wheat and hay. Manure 
increased the corn yield 16 bushels, the wheat yield 8,5 busheld, 
and the hay yield 700 pounds. The yield cf cor n stover was in-
creased 766 pounds and of wheat straw 932 pounds. With corn at 50 
cente a bushel, wheat at $1.00 and hay at $10.00 a ton, without 
taking into consider ation the increa sed yield of the cor n stover 
and wheat straw, the increase due to the manure was worth $20. 00 
for the eight tons applied. In other words, every ton of manure 
was worth in value of increased crop $2,50, The manure used was 
the ordinary yard manure which had not even been saved carefully, 
stall manure used in the same way gave a return per ton in in-
creased crops of wheat, corn, and hay of $3,82. 
An Ohio experiment was conducted to determine whether manure 
was equal to commercial fertilizers containing the same amount of 
fertilising ... terial. The experiment extended over 13 years. 
During the first few years the fertilizers gave the best results 
but there was a steady cumulative effect from the manure and during 
the last years it produced practically as good results as the 
fertilizers. 
Manure is undoubtedly very valuable as a fer t ilizer. As a 
supplier of humus its value is great but cannot be measured; as a 
furnisher of chemica l elements it is worth on an average of $2.26 
per ton, Measured by the inorease in yields manure is wor th from 
$2.00 to $3,00 pe r ton, 
The value cf manure var ies grea tly; the chief f actors affecting 
the value are:--
1. The feed of animals. 
2. The age of animals. 
3, The kind of animals 
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4. The preservation of the manure. 
5. The litter used in the manure. 
The fundamental thing determing the value of manure is the 
feed fad. All feeds are of certain manurial value as containing 
certain amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potas sium. The 
table on pages six and seven gives these amounts and the value 
of different feeds as fertilizers. When feeds pass through 
animals part of their nitrogen and phosphorus, and perhaps a 
very little of their potassium is taken from them. The r est 
of the fertility of the feed is exc reted as manure. It can 
readily be seen that the richer the feed is in nitrogen, 
phosphorus, and potassium the richer the manure will be in 
these elements, Definite experiments by the Rothamsted 
Experiment ·Station have shown that this is true,. 
The Maine station fed steers on hay alone, hay and spring 
wheat, bran, hay and winter wheat bran, and hay and cotton-seed 
meal. The following table gives the amount of fertilizing 
materials in the food, the amount in the fesces and the per-
centage in the fesoes. 
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:rERTILIZING ELEMEUTS IN FOOD AND THE AVERAGE .Ali!OUIIT 
EXCRETED FOR EACl! EXl'ERH.!ENT. FIVE DAYS. 
Amount In Food Amount Excreted Per Cent 
Excreted 
Nit. Phos.aoid. Potash. Nit. Phos.acid. Potash. Nit. Phos.aoid 1 
Gms. Gms. Gms. Gms. Gms. Gms. % % 
l!ay alone 143.3 59.9 270.3 193.9 43.6 270.3 135.3 71.8 
l!ay and 
spring wheat 
bran 306.4 269.6 358.4 276.4 229.2 358.4 89.2 85.3 
l!ay and 
winter 
wheat bran300.9 H3.3 335.9 254.0 189.l 335.9 84.4 77.7 
l!ay and 
cotton-seed 
meal,8 to 
2 482.6 200.6 358.3 407.7 149.5 358.3 84.7 74.6 
The following table shows the money value of the fertility in the 
manure from the four different feeds as found by the Maine s tation in 
actual experiment;-
100 lbs. 
100 lbs. 
100 lbs. 
100 lbs. 
THE MONEY VALUE OF Tl!E FERTILIZING ELEJ.IEllTS 
EXCRETED FOR EACl! EXPERJWENT. 
Nitrogen. Phos. aoid. Potash. 
Cents. Cents. Cents. 
hay 13.50 .98 7.45 
spring wheat bran 37.80 11.91 8.93 
winter wheat bran 31.90 8.85 7.27 
ootton-aeed meal 99.40 9.30 9.60 
Total Value 
Cents. 
21.93 
58.64 
48.02 
118.30 
The composition of the feed influences directly the amount of 
fertility in the manure. As to Just how muoh of the fertility of the 
feed is returned in the manure varies w1 th the kind and age of the 
animal. 
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Different kinda of enimals return from one half to nearly all 
of the fertility of the feed. Experiments have shown that young, 
growing animals return from 60 to 60 per oent of the fertility 
of the feed in the manure. Milk oows return from 65 to 85 per 
cent of the fertility. Working animals return f rom 75 to 85 per 
oent of the fertility; fattening enimals from 9p to 96 per c!llt 
of the fertility; end mature enimals neither gaining or losing in 
weight and not exoerising should return praot ioally all of the 
fertility in the menure. 
Different species of animals produce di ffer ent sor ts of manure 
both in oomposition and structure. Hor se and sheep manure are very 
dry and ferment rapidly. Cow and pig manure contain large amounts 
of water and ferment slowly. The following table gives the 
analysis and value per ton as based on composition of the manure 
f r om differ ent speoies:-
Water. 
Per cent 
Sheep 59.52 
Calves 77.73 
Hogs 74.13 
Cows 75.25 
Horses 48.69 
Hens 56.00 
AllALYSES .AllD VALUE PER TON OF MANURE 
FROM DIFFERE!l T Al!Il.!ALS. 
Nitrogen. Phos. acid. Potash, 
Per cent Per cent Per cent 
0.768 0.391 0,591 
,497 .172 ,632 
.840 ,390 ,320 
,426 ,290 ,440 
.490 ,260 .480 
o . 80 t o 2 0.50 to 2 0,80 to 90 
Value Per TOn. 
$ 3.30 
2,18 
3 .29 
2 . 02 
2 . 21 
7 .07 
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The amount of manure produced per 1000 pounds of live weight 
varies as indicated by the following table calculated by the Cornell 
Station:-
Sheep 
Calves 
Hogs 
Cows 
Horses 
AMOUNT AND VALUE OF M.ANUllE l'RODUCED l'ER 1000 l'OUNDS 
LIVE WEIGHT OF DIFFERENT ANI MALS. 
Amount l'er Day. Value l'er Day.a Value ~er Year. a 
l'ounds. Cents. 
34.l 7.2 $26.00 
67.8 6.7 24.45 
83.q 16.7 60.88 
74.1 8.o 29.27 
48.8 7.6 27.74 
a.Valuing nitrogen at 15 cents,phosphor ic acid at 6 c ents , 
and potash at 4-1/2 cents per pound. 
It will be noticed then 1000 pounds of hog fle sh produce over 
twice the value of manure tha t any other farm animal produces in a 
year. The other common animals of the farm produce about the same 
value of manure per 1000 pounds live weight each year. The r eason 
for the large amount and richness of hog manure is due undoubtably 
to the concentrated nature of the f eed. Species of animal i s not 
in any sense a vital consideration in determin•ing the compostion 
of the manure; composition of the feed fed is the f'undamental 
influence. In actual pr actice the manure of all the anilllBls on 
the farm is mixed together in a uniform heap and balance each 
other. The average composition of this mixed yard manure is gi ven 
as .5 per cent nitrogen, .5 per oent potash, and .35 per cent 
phosphoric acid. 
After the composition of food fed the big thing influencing 
the value of manure is the way it is handled. The ~ig losses of 
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manure are through the losses of urine and through fermentation 
and leaching. It is very impcrtant to save as much as possible 
of the urine; it contains 2/3 of the most valaable part of the 
nitrogen and from 1/2 to 3/4 of the potash. It therefore behooves 
every good farmer to save the urine by extensive use of litter. 
Undoubtably the best method for the farmer to prevent l eaching and 
fermentation is to haul the manure on to the fields as soon as 
made, If manure is stored it is impossible to prevent considerable 
lose by leaching and fermentation, But if manure has to be stored 
it should be in a compact pile constantly moist and free from 
extremes of moisture and temperature. 
The ideal way for the farmer to handle manure with the minimum 
of lose is to save the urine by the use of litter, haul the manure 
into the field as soon as made, and spread it finely and evenly 
with a manure spreader, Probably the most advantageous place to 
put manure is on pasture land or land which will go into corn the 
next year. As a general rule it pays to apply small amounts of 
manure frequently rather than large amounts rarely. Manure may 
be applied at any time of the year when it may be hauled, 
Very few people realize the tremendous value of the manure 
produced each year in the United States. There are in the United 
states something like 19,500,000 horses, 69,000,000 cattle, 48,000,000 
hogs and 57,600,000 sheep, Annually each horse produces, if 
carefully saved manure to the value of $27,00,each cow $19,00, 
each hog $12.00, and each sheep $2 ,00, In other words there is 
each year produced in this country by all classes of farm animals 
manure to the tremendous value of $2,352,700,000, Under the present 
careless methods of caring for manure it is estimated that 1/3 of 
this vast sum or nearly 3/4 of a billion dollars is lost annually. 
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We will consider the economic aide of the question; the 
relation of ljve stock, soil fertility, end the system of renting. 
a 
It is/true saying in this country, "the rented farm is a run down 
farm..• It ia also a matter of common observation that but little 
live stock is kept on rented farms. We cannot help but conclude 
that there ia a very close relation between live stock farming, soil 
fertility and the system of land ownership. 
In this country practically all lessee have been for one year. 
The tenant natur ally gets all he can out of the soil in that period 
of time; he cares not for the fertility of the land in the future. 
flhy should ha? Ha only has the land for one year. He can raise 
but little live stock for the simple reason that it takes a man 
at least two years to get really started on a cycle of live stock 
raising and live stock f eeding. The man who rents for but one year 
can feed but a few animals for a few months at beat. The one year 
tenant feeds but little live stock and the manure of what stock he 
does feed ia not returned to the soil for the simple reason that 
i t is nothing to him whether the soil is fertile next year or not. 
The one year renting system is a mining scheme pure simple by which 
all is taken from the soil and nothing returned. In the psst we 
have used the one y ear system chiefly because owners have been so 
absorbed in making money off lend by the rise in value that they 
did not care to tie the land up for more than a year; and moreover 
the tenants were of a restless nature, not wishing to be tied down 
to one spot for more than a year at a time. 
All countries tend with advance in age to become farmed by 
renters rather than owners. Tenants are now the chief class of 
farmers in England and are becoming more and more common each decade 
in the United States. The one year leases are undoubtedly discourag-
ing to live stook farming and destructive of soil fertility. 
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Any country with as large a tenant class as we now have and will 
have in the future must have a longer system of le aees or her 
produotive power will decrease. Sooner or later in every country 
where tenant farming is prevalent there is bound to be legislation 
on methods of tenanoy. In England this has already occurred. 
In 1883 an Agricultural Holdings Aot was passed and in 1900 this 
Act was lllJlllended. We of the United states will find these aote 
a very interesting study.for to something of the sort we are 
bound sooner or later to come. We have our choice between that 
and ruin. 
The Agricultural Holdings Act provides in effect that any 
outgoing tenant shall receive compensation for what fertility he 
has added to the soil, either by manure or fertilizers bought 
ourtifht or by manure made by the tenant's animals. 
These provisions read:-
The tenant shell receive compensation for the following 
improvements:-
"APplication to the land of purchased artificial or other 
purchased manure. 
"Consumption on the holding by cattle, sheep, pigs, or by 
horees,other than those regularly employed on the holding, of 
oorn, cake, or other feeding stuffs not produced on the holding. 
"Consumption on the holding by cattle, sheep, pigs, or by 
horses other than those regularly employed on the holding, of 
oorn proved by satisfactory evidence to have been produced 
and consumed on the holding." 
The e'.ll:aot method of determining the value of the manure thus 
produced to the land has proved perplexing. Valuers Associations 
are the go betweens for the tenants end the landlords on 
determin, ing manuria l values. At first these associations made 
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1 the vital mistake of basing the value of the menure upon the 
original coat of the food, Sir John Lawes realized the mistake 
and prepared a table showing the value of manure made from 
different feed stuffs as baaed upon their composition, He 
realized that nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium are the elements 
which determine manurial value of a feed,so he carefully analyzed 
all the diffe rent feed stuffs in common use in Great Britain, 
Next he analyzed the bodies of fattening steers and sheep and 
in this way found just what amount of the nitrogen, phosphorus, 
and potassium of the food stuff are kept in the body of the 
fattening animal, The amount of these three elements in the 
fattening increase subtracted from the elements in the food gives 
what Sir John Lawes called the original manure value of the food, 
He knew, however, that a large part of this value would be lost 
by l eaching, fermentation, eto, His estimation of this laaa was 
one half of the original manure value, Lawes' work has been 
continued by Hall at the Rothamated Experimant Station and he now 
has some definite experiments to determine about what percentage 
of the nitrogen, phosphorus, and potaseium originally in the food 
will probably be found in the manure, 
Hall recommends that, •compensation be paid to the outgoing 
tenant on the basis of one half of the nitrogen, three quarters 
of the phoaphorio acid, and the whole of the potash contained in 
the purchased food contained in the purchased food consumed during 
the last year of the tenancy." 
It is well known that for several y ears after manure is made 
it still haa value as plant food, Hall at Rothameted has conducted 
experiments to determine just whet this value is and reconnnenda 
that compensation be paid for manure as though its value lasted 
for four years. Re says, "we recommend that the second. third, 
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1 and fourth years the compensation value be one half of that of 
the year imnediately pr eceding." 
Giving the value of the nitrogen, phosphoric said, and potash 
in-manure at respectively 15, 3 3/4, and 4 cents, Hall gives the 
following table to show the value of manure made from diffe r ent 
feeding stuff a at different lengths of time from the making of 
the manure. 
Foods 
!ABLE SHOl'IING THE COllPOSITION, MANURIAL, AND 
COKPEllSATION VALUES CJ1! FEEDING STUFFS. 
Nitrogen Phos. acid Potash 
% in Value Half % in Va lue 3/4 to % Value 
food to food manure 
manure 
cotton oake 6.9 $20.70 $10.35 3.1 $2.33 $1.75 2. t 2. oo 
Linseed oake 4.76 14.26 7.12 2. 1.50 1.12 2.4 1.40 
Wheat 1.8 5.40 2.70 .86 .64 .50 .53 .52 
Barley 1 0 65 4.95 2.48 .75 .56 .41 .55 .54 
oats 2. 6.oo 3.00 .60 .45 .35 .5 .so 
Maize 1.7 6.10 2.55 .6 .43 .32 .37 .37 
Bran 2.5 7.50 3.75 3.6 2.70 2.04 1.46 1.43 
Clover hay 2.4 7.20 3.60 .67 .43 .33 1.6 1.50 
oat s traw .5 1.50 .75 .24 .18 .14 1. i.oo 
Mangels ,22 .66 .33 .07 .06 .04 ,4 ,39 
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TAllLE SHOWING THE COMPOSITION, MAllURIAL, AlID 
CO!.ll?EllSATIO!I VALUES OF FEEDING STUFFS'. 
Compensation value for eaoh ton of food oonsumed. 
lat year 2nd 3d 4th 
Cotton cake $14,10 $7.00 $3.52 $1.76 
Linseed cake 9.64 4,81 2.40 1.18 
Wheat 3,70 1,85 ,92 .46 
Barley 3.43 1.71 .85 ,43 
Oats 3,86 1,92 ,96 ,48 
llaize 3,25 1,62 ,81 .40 
Bran 7,22 3,61 1,80 ,90 
Clover Hay 5,43 2.71 1,35 ,67 
Oat straw 1,89 ,94 ,47 .23 
Mangels ,77 ,38 ,19 ,09 
Briefly this is the outline of the plan which the Rothamsted 
Station presents to the Valuers Associations whose business it is 
to carry out these provisions of the Agricultural Holdings &at. 
Of course there are many special cases which the associations will 
run across where they must use their own judgement, Where a 
tenant has been guilty of very poor farming and careless handling 
of the manure he should of oourse be docked for it according to 
the judgement of the valuer. Theoretically a dairy farmer should 
receive less compensation for an equal amount of food consumed on 
the place than a steer feeding farmer but it will be impossible 
for valuers to make any distinctions for the ~ifferent classes 
of farming for the simple rebson that very few farmers keep their 
manure separate or keep track of how much feed the. give to 
cows, how muoh to their fattening steers, their hor ses, eta. The 
loss is so slie;ht anyhow in the diffe rent classes of animals as 
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compared with the loss in the handling of manure that we may 
safely pass this faotor by in the valuing, ~e principal things 
then for Valuers Associations to consider is the or iginal 
manure value of the food, how long ago the manure was made, and 
how it has been handled, A lot of common sense in &]'plying these 
fundamental principles has been found to be one of the chie f 
requisites of a Valuers Association, 
If the tenant farming system of the United States is to be on 
a firm basis we must adopt a plan similar to the English Agricultural 
Holdings Aot and we must carry out its details under somewhat the 
same system as that suggested by Rall of the Rothamsted Experiment 
station. At the same time we must encourage longe r leases and then 
only will the tenant farmer be encouraged to live stock farm, With 
a system of. long l ease s and comi>ensation for manures in force all 
tenants will feel it to their interests to properly care for manure 
and keep the fertility of the soil at its maximum, ~ey will not 
feel, as is now so often the case, that a lease is a mining permit. 
With this system should go a method of docking those tenants who 
mine instead of farm and a bounty to those farmers who by superior 
management of manures and rotation have increased the fertility of 
the farm, 
Live stock farming is a manufacturing industry, The land is 
the plant for the produotio~ of raw material; our grains, grasses, 
eto., draw on the exhaustible but absolutely necessary elements, 
nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potash, in the soil and welding chemical 
elements of air and soil together produce the raw products of hay, 
corn, wheat, oats, eto. The animals on the farm are the ma.chine s; 
we feed the raw material to them and get the finished pr oduct in the 
form of milk, animal flesh, etc. These products take with them 
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when sold off the farm considerable amowits o.f nitrogen, phosphorus, 
and potassium and on these depend to a large extent the vail.ue of 
our original plant, the soil. But there are considerable waste 
produota which the animal machine throws off and by returning 
these to our plant we can maintain the producing power of our plant, 
the soil, for a long time. If we feed our animals only the food 
which the home soil produces, there will be even with the more care-
ftill return of manures a aow but steady loss of produotive power. 
We need not fear about the loss of nitrogen for by the growing 
of legumes we may supply what little is sold off the plaoe in 
animal produots; we need not fear for the potassium for it is 
found in well nigh inexhaustible quantities in the most of our 
soils; but we need very seriously fear for the phosphorus, If 
raw produots of grain, haJ', eto., which were raised on another 
farm be bought to be fed on our own we keep at i ta maximwn the 
producing power of our soil or even add to it. Thus the pr oblem 
of keeping the original producing plant, the soil, at its original 
fertility may be solved for the individual by buying fertility of 
other people in the form of the raw products of grain and hay 
and turning these .into the finished animal products and getting 
in the process the benefit of the fertility of the waste products, 
the manure. Thie will not, however, solve the pr obl em for the 
nation. A large number of farmers are bound to run short of 
phosphorus. The problem before the individual is to keep the 
produoing power of his plant, the soil, at its maximum. An 
individual, farsighted farmer may do this most economically by 
raising live stock and returning manure to the soil. But he must 
do more than this; he must raise legumes to supply the gradual 
but continual loss of nitrogen; and eventually he must buy 
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phosphate rock to supply the gradual loss of phosphorus unless he is 
feeding sufficiently large amounts of purchased teeds to more than 
make up for the loss in the animals sold from the farm and the 
loBe in the manure. For the individual farmer we would say,--
•feed every bit of the hay and gTain produced on the farm and 
even buy feed if necessary for you will be buying fer tility as 
well as feed; save every bit of manure scrupuously and retur n it 
to the soil immediately; and raise legumes." After many years it 
may be necessary to buy phosphate rock but by following this method 
the evil day may be put off for many years. 
The problem befoTe the nation of bringing all our soil to its 
maximum producing power and keeping it there for all time is the one 
vital issue before our people today. We must maintain the physical 
and chemical condition of our soil; and beyond a doubt the most 
economical method of doing this is by live stock farming. As a 
nation we cannot afford to sell la~ge amounts of grain and hay to 
other countries. To keep loss of fertility at its minimum we must 
encourage live stock farming and intelligent car e of manure. This 
means that we muett absolutely must, enact some tenancy laws similar 
to the Agricultural Holdings Act of Great Britain. We may in this 
way fix upon each farmer the responsibility of keeping his soil at 
its maximum productivity. Live stock raising and soil fertility 
go hand in hand and on these two factors nations rise and fall. 
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